We define a weak A-calculus,
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The system Aut is both confluent and correct with respect to the A-calculus [10].
One easily sees that AOW is a subcalculus of Aafi, since the weak /3-rule (Beta) is a shortcut for the following AYOderivation: 
Loading of compiled code is just pairing with the empty environment: For any argument N, we get:
We now describe our general free variable abstraction procedure. Formally, the set of f~ee variables in a~DB- We now prove that the rules of figure 2 effectively define a deterministic procedure for decompiling FAM states.
First, we prove a strong non-ambiguity property for code segments.
Lemma 5 A decompilable code is any code segment C, such that tlzere exists a integer n and a k-term M, with C U" M. A strtct sufix is any code segement C, such that there exists a non-empty code segment C! and thrrt the concatenation C'; C is a decompilalde code.
1. In a proof tree, all the code segments that appear in judgments S, s, C JJ M, where S zs a non-empty stack, are strict stifixes. 
., O(D) = (S,s, C).
If the code C is empty or ends by a Local or Global(i) instruction, only one non-recursive rule may apply and recompilation is over.
Otherwise, we have two subcases, either C ends by an Apply or by a Fun(n., Co ) instruction, As far as ambiguity is concerned, these subcases are the same. 
